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Direct laser excitation of the lowest known nuclear excited state in 229 Th has been a longstanding objective. It is generally assumed that reaching this goal would require a considerably reduced uncertainty of the isomer’s excitation energy compared to the presently adopted value of
(7.8 ± 0.5) eV. Here we present a direct laser excitation scheme for 229m Th, which circumvents this
requirement. The proposed excitation scheme makes use of already existing laser technology and
therefore paves the way for nuclear laser spectroscopy. In this concept, the recently experimentally
observed internal-conversion decay channel of the isomeric state is used for probing the isomeric
population. A signal-to-background ratio of better than 104 and a total measurement time of less
than three days for laser scanning appear to be achievable.

Direct nuclear laser excitation has come closer into reach
within the past years, partly due to the development of
free-electron-laser technology. Such ideas are typically
dealing with the excitation of nuclear states in the energy range of at least a few keV or above [1, 2]. However, there is one exceptional nuclear state known for
the last 40 years with a significantly lower energy of presumably below 10 eV [3, 4]. An excitation energy of
(7.8 ± 0.5) eV, corresponding to (159 ± 11) nm wavelength or ∼ 1900 THz, is by today the most accepted
value for the isomeric first excited state of 229 Th [5, 6].
This state conceptionally allows for direct nuclear laser
excitation using solid-state laser technology and was proposed for the development of a nuclear clock of extremely
high stability, due to an expected high resilience against
external influences and a radiative lifetime in the range
of minutes to hours [7–10].
It is generally assumed that direct nuclear laser excitation
of 229m Th requires a considerably improved knowledge of
the isomeric transition energy (see e.g. Ref. [11] and references therein). The reasons are that, first, the present
uncertainty in the knowledge of the isomeric energy value
is still rather large. The currently best energy value of
7.8±0.5 eV leads to an energy range of at least 1 eV (corresponding to 2.4·1014 Hz) to be scanned when searching
for the isomeric excitation. Second, the radiative lifetime
of 229m Th was theoretically predicted to be in the range
of hours [12–14], leading to long required detection times
when searching for a radiative decay channel. This has
led to the assumption that the required time for laserbased scanning of the large energy range of 1 eV would
be prohibitively long.
In order to shorten the required scanning times, there
are worldwide efforts ongoing to decrease the uncertainty
of the transition energy, which would bring the isomeric
state into realistic reach of direct laser excitation (see e.g.
Refs. [15–18]). A recent review is found in Ref. [11].

Here we propose a different approach, which allows for a
direct laser excitation of 229m Th without the requirement
of an improved knowledge of the transition energy. As the
required laser technology is already available, this proposal paves the way for direct nuclear laser spectroscopy
of 229m Th.
As opposed to previous experiments, this idea is making
use of the fast (∼ 10 µs lifetime) non-radiative internal
conversion (IC) decay channel of neutral 229m Th for the
isomer detection. During IC decay, the nuclear excitation energy is transferred to the atomic shell, leading
to the ejection of a shell electron. The IC decay channel of 229m Th has recently been experimentally observed
[19, 20] and is known to be the dominant decay channel under the considered experimental conditions. This
approach corresponds to laser-based conversion electron
Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) in the optical region
[21] and is found to be advantageous compared to earlier
proposals that make use of a potential radiative decay
for isomer detection. The reason for this improved perspective is the ∼ 9 orders of magnitude faster isomeric IC
decay, which allows to trigger the decay detection correlated with the laser pulses and in this way to significantly
improve the signal-to-background ratio of the detection,
while shortening the required time to search for the direct
nuclear laser excitation of 229m Th to about three days,
as will be detailed in the following.
The on-resonance laser irradiation of a two-level system
of a nuclear ground and excited state can be modeled in
case of low laser intensity and a laser bandwidth significantly broader than the nuclear transition linewidth via
the Einstein rate equations [22, 23]
gexc
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Here Ngnd and Nexc denote the number of nuclei in the
ground and excited state, respectively, ρω is the spectral
energy density of the electromagnetic field which drives
the transition and Γtot = (1 + αic ) A is the total transition rate of the nuclear excitation including both, radiative decay with rate A and IC. αic denotes the IC coefficient of the nuclear excited state, defined as the fraction
of IC compared to radiative decay. ggnd = 2jgnd + 1
and gexc = 2jexc + 1 are the degeneracies of the ground
and excited nuclear levels, which are calculated from the
angular momentum quantum numbers jgnd = 5/2 and
jexc = 3/2 to be 6 and 4 for the ground and excited state
of 229 Th, respectively. B ω is the Einstein B-coefficient,


which is related to A via [23] B ω = π 2 c3 A / ~ω 3 ,
with ω the angular frequency corresponding to the nuclear transition (taking a value of ω ≈ 2π · 1900 THz in
case of 229m Th), c the speed of light and ~ the reduced
Planck constant.
Solving the Einstein rate equations Eq. (1) for the initial
conditions Ngnd (0) = N0 (where N0 denotes the total
number of irradiated nuclei) and Nexc (0) = 0, leads to
the number of excited nuclei in dependence on the excitation time texc to be [24]

Nexc (texc ) =


ρω N0 π 2 c3 gexc
1 − e−Γtot texc .
(1 + αic ) ~ω 3 ggnd

(2)

Here it was assumed that ρω B ω ≪ Γtot , which corresponds to the assumption of a low laser intensity and
will be fulfilled for most experimental conditions.
The radiative decay rate A is related to the radiative isomeric lifetime τγ via A = 1/τγ . In case of 229m Th no
conclusive experimental value for the radiative isomeric
lifetime has been reported and there is currently no consensus on τγ from theory [12–14]. For the following we
will conservatively assume a value of τγ ≈ 104 s, which
lies on the upper limit of the theoretically predicted isomeric lifetime and for this reason leads to the smallest
coupling. Correspondingly, the radiative decay rate A is
inferred to be A ≈ 10−4 s−1 .
The value for αic is subject to significant variation, depending on the electronic surrounding of the 229 Th nucleus. When assuming charged 229m Th ions in their
atomic shell ground states, the internal conversion decay channel should be energetically suppressed, leading
to expectedly αic = 0. In the considered case of neutral
229
Th atoms, the internal conversion decay is allowed due
to an isomeric energy exceeding the thorium ionization
potential of 6.31 eV [25]. This results in a reduced isomeric lifetime of τtot = 1/Γtot ≈ 10 µs [26, 27], which
was recently experimentally confirmed [20]. From the assumption of a radiative isomeric lifetime of τγ ≈ 104 s,
the internal conversion coefficient can thus be inferred to
take a value of αic ≈ 109 . This corresponds to a 9 orders
of magnitude IC-broadened nuclear transition linewidth
of 15.9 kHz, compared to the case when IC is suppressed.

For the following calculations, a tunable and pulsed
VUV laser source with a pulse energy of EL = 10 µJ
around 160 nm is assumed, providing a bandwidth of
∆νL = 10 GHz, a pulse duration of TL = 5 ns and a
repetition rate of RL = 10 Hz, as was already developed
in 2009 based on resonance-enhanced four wave mixing
[28]. The energy of 10 µJ per pulse is achieved when the
laser is tuned in an energy region between 7.4 eV and
8.4 eV. Up to energies of 9.5 eV a decrease in laser power
by a factor of about 100 occurs. It is however emphasized that the expected high signal-to-background ratio
of the proposed concept of beyond 104 allows to compensate for this decrease in pulse energy. In case that the
isomeric transition is not detected in this energy interval,
the search region could be further extended in a second
step. Isomeric energies of below 7.4 eV could be covered
by a different laser system based on frequency conversion in KBBF crystals [29]. The proposed concept can
therefore be applied to probe the isomeric excitation in
an energy region that covers three standard deviations of
the expected energy range of (7.8 ± 0.5) eV proposed in
Refs. [5, 6]. Energies between 9.5 eV and 11.3 eV could
in principle also be covered by applying a tunable VUV
laser system that provides a smaller bandwidth in order
to compensate for the reduced pulse energy [30]. In this
way the nuclear excitation rate could be increased at the
cost of a prolonged measurement time without affecting
the experimental concept. However, further difficulties
may arise during experiments with radiation in the deep
VUV.
If the laser light is focused to an area of AL = 1 mm2 , the
spectral energy density ρω for a single pulse is calculated
to be
ρω =

EL
≈ 1.1 · 10−10 Jm−3 Hz−1 .
cTL AL · 2π∆νL

(3)

Let us now assume an experimental setup where the light
irradiates a few nm thin layer of metallic 229 Th deposited
onto a gold surface. One might expect that the laser
irradiation will lead to a significant ablation of surface
atoms. For the proposed experiment the laser irradiance amounts to only 2 · 105 Wcm−2 and is therefore
three orders of magnitude below the typical laser ablation
threshold for metals [31]. Nevertheless a minor desorption of surface atoms may still occur below the ablation
threshold [32], leading to a reduction of irradiated thorium atoms after several 104 laser pulses. Such effects
could be compensated for by using a moving (e.g. rotating or tape station) target. In this way the number of
irradiated thorium atoms would be kept approximately
constant.
In such an experiment, any isomeric decay would securely occur by internal conversion (IC) under emission
of an electron, as the work function of metallic thorium
is 3.7 eV [33] and thus significantly below the expected
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isomeric energy value. The mean free path length of electrons of 7.8 eV energy above the Fermi level in solids
can be estimated to 2.5 nm [34]. If the thorium layer is
chosen in accordance with this value, about 25% of the
IC electrons would be able to leave the target material.
The density of metallic 229 Th is 11.57 gcm−3 , such that
a 2.5 nm thin layer with an area of 1 mm2 contains a
number of N0 ≈ 7.6 · 1013 229 Th atoms. As 229 Th is
an α emitter with 7932 years half-life, this corresponds
to an activity of about 210 Bq. Under realistic experimental conditions oxidation might occur. However, the
layer thickness as well as the mean free path length of
the electrons will not significantly change for 229 ThO2
compared to metallic thorium. Also the work function
after oxidation would remain small [35]. Therefore the
isomeric decay would still occur by IC and the experimental concept remains unaffected. Potential surface
contaminations due to water or hydrocarbons could be
efficiently reduced by providing ultra-high vacuum conditions. The time averaged VUV laser irradiance is 0.1
mW/mm2 and does not lead to a significant carbon-layer
growth [36].
Experimental data for the optical penetration depth of
VUV radiation in metals is scarce. The optical penetration depth in gold was studied and it was found that the
extinction coefficient for light with a wavelength around
160 nm is about k = 1.1 [37], leading to an optical penetration depth of ∼ 11.6 nm. It is reasonable to assume
that the optical penetration depth for thorium in the considered wavelength region is in the same range. For this
reason no significant decrease in laser intensity during
propagation through the 2.5 nm thin layer of thorium
has to be expected. The same holds for the on-resonance
absorption of 229 Th. The attenuation coefficient µ originating from the isomer’s absorption is calculated from
the absorption cross section σ as µ = σN , with N the
number of nuclei per volume. The maximum cross section is obtained at the center of the absorption line. For
this case one has [23] σ(ω) = 2πgexc /ggnd (c/ω)2 A/Γtot ≈
2.7 · 10−18 mm2 . With an assumed number density of
N ≈ 3 · 1019 mm−3 , the on-resonance attenuation coefficient is calculated to be µ(ω) ≈ 81 mm−1 , resulting in an
optical penetration depth of about 12.3 µm, significantly
larger than the 229 Th layer thickness.
Based on Eq. (2), the number of excited 229m Th nuclei at the end of the laser pulse at texc = 5 ns is calculated to be Nexc (texc ) ≈ 4.2 · 103 . These 229m Th
nuclei will decay with the IC-enhanced decay rate of
Γtot = (1+αic )A ≈ 105 s−1 via electron emission. Therefore, within a decay time of tdec = 1/Γtot ≈ 10 µs, the
number of isomeric decays would amount to Ndec (tdec ) =
Nexc (texc ) · 1 − e−Γtot tdec ≈ 2.7 · 103 . About 25% of the
IC electrons can be expected to leave the target and,
when accelerating the IC electrons onto an MCP detector, they could be detected with a relatively high efficiency of also about 50%, leading to an expected total

efficiency of ∼ 12.5%.
Two types of background have to be considered in this experiment: (i) background in the form of electrons caused
by the laser irradiation and (ii) low-energy electrons emitted during the α decay of 229 Th and its daughter nuclei.
Both types of background will be discussed in the following.
Photo-electrons will be emitted during laser irradiation.
However, such electron emission terminates within femtoseconds after the end of a laser pulse. When considering time-of-flight effects, a pulse delay in the nanosecond
range has to be taken into account. Still these processes
are orders of magnitude faster than the isomeric decay,
which allows to separate electrons emitted in the IC decay by means of the isomer’s characteristic lifetime. Potentially slow electrons emitted in the surrounding of the
target due to scattered light could be suppressed by a retarding field or removed by applying strong electric fields
for a few nanoseconds triggered in coincidence with the
laser pulses.
In case that the irradiated surface was heated up by the
laser beam, thermionic electron emission would have to
be considered as background, which typically continues
on timescales of several 100 ns after the end of the laser
pulse [38]. While these timescales are still short enough
to distinguish thermionic electron emission from the isomeric decay, it is also possible to quantitatively estimate
this effect. The maximum surface temperature rise ∆T
caused by a laser beam of absorbed irradiance I after a
laser pulse of duration TL (in case of vanishing optical
penetration depth) is estimated by the equation [38]
2I
·
∆T =
K



κTL
π

1/2

,

(4)

where K denotes the thermal conductivity and κ the
thermal diffusivity of the bulk material. A single TL =
5 ns pulse of the considered laser system possesses an
irradiance of I = 2 · 105 Wcm−2 , which is used as an upper bound for the actually absorbed intensity. If gold is
used as the base material for the deposition of the 229 Th
layer, the thermal conductivity is K ≈ 3.2 Wcm−1 K−1
and the thermal diffusivity κ ≈ 1.3 cm2 s−1 . This leads
to a surface temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 5.7 K at the end
of a laser pulse, which is negligible in terms of thermionic
electron emission.
All high energy background effects originating from the
radioactive source, can be efficiently filtered when placing the 229 Th source in a magnetic bottle [39], as only
electrons of below ∼100 eV kinetic energy will follow the
magnetic field lines. The corresponding experimental detection scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The 229 Th coated
substrate is placed in a magnetic bottle, consisting of a
strong (about 0.5 T) permanent magnet and a magnetic
coil, providing a weak magnetic field of about 1 mT. The
MCP detector used for low-energy electron detection is
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FIG. 1: Schematic drawing of the experimental concept, proposed to probe the direct laser excitation of the isomeric state
in 229 Th. See text for explanation.

placed on the opposite side of the coil. A hole is provided
to allow for laser irradiation of the 229 Th atoms. Note
that the electrons will follow the magnetic field lines even
if the coil region was curved. In this way there would be
no direct line of sight between the detector and the source
and only low-energy electrons have to be considered as
background. Besides the isomeric decay, low-energy electrons are also emitted as a by-product during radioactive α decays. Typically, two low-energy electrons (from
atomic shell re-organization following the α decay) are
emitted per radioactive decay event [40]. The intrinsic
activity of 229 Th of ∼ 210 Bq will soon increase by a
factor of about 10, due to daughter ingrowth, leading
to expectedly about 4000 emitted electrons per second.
However, as the detection time is 10 µs, there would be
only about 4 · 10−2 detected background electrons per
pulse. This corresponds to a signal-to-background ratio
of S/B ≈ 7 · 104 .
Assuming that 100 laser pulses per scan step are acquired, the total time required for scanning the large energy range of 1 eV with the proposed laser of 10 GHz
bandwidth would be about 2.4 · 105 s (corresponding to
2.7 days). In case of resonance, the expected amount of
emitted IC electrons in 100 pulses would be ∼ 2.7 · 105 .
In case of observing a signal, a comparative measurement
using 232 Th instead of 229 Th could be performed in order
to exclude surface effects as signal origin. In this way, the
isomeric energy could be determined up to a fraction of
the laser linewidth of 10 GHz (corresponding to a fraction
of 4 · 10−5 eV energy). However, as soon as the energy
would be pinned down sufficiently precise, a laser system
with a narrower bandwidth could be employed in order
to further reduce the energy uncertainty.
In the following, the proposed detection of the isomeric
excitation via the IC decay channel is compared to a different experimental approach, using 229 Th-doped VUVtransparent crystals. The crystal-lattice approach, as
proposed in Refs. [8, 10], is closest to the presented idea,
as also a high density of 229 Th atoms is achieved. A
VUV-transparent crystal (LiSrAlF6 ) with a 229 Th atomic

density of 5.8 · 1013 mm−3 was already used in experiments [18]. The most important difference of this concept is that 229 Th, when grown into the crystal, prefers
the 4+ charge state. For this reason, and as the band gap
of the crystal is large (∼ 10.7 eV in case of LiSrAlF6 ),
non-radiative decay branches (like internal and boundinternal conversion) of 229m Th are expected to be suppressed and the radiative decay is assumed to dominate
[41]. In this case αic = 0 should hold, leading to a long
isomeric lifetime of up to ∼ 104 s.
An experiment is considered, in which a 229 Th-doped
crystal of 1 mm3 in size (corresponding to N0 ≈ 5.8 · 1013
229
Th ions) is irradiated by laser light, using the same
laser system as before. Assuming that a VUV spectrometer with a resolution of ∼ 103 is applied in order to
reduce the background, the photon detection could be restricted to a wavelength interval of about 0.1 nm around
the wavelength used for laser irradiation. It is emphasized that such spectrometer resolution is close to what is
achievable with VUV prism spectrometers [42]. A prism
spectrometer, when combined with a high-efficient VUV
optical system, could have the advantage of a higher light
yield compared to the usual grating-based VUV spectrometer systems. The time intervals of laser irradiation
and subsequent photon detection are chosen to about
100 s per scan step. As will be shown below, in this
way a considerable number of isomeric decays should be
detectable and the energy range of 1 eV could be scanned
within 4.8 · 106 s (corresponding to 55.6 days).
Under these conditions, many individual laser pulses
would be used for isomer excitation and the timeaveraged laser spectral energy density has to be considered. This leads to
ρω =

EL RL
≈ 5.3 · 10−18 Jm−3 Hz−1 ,
cAL · 2π∆νL

(5)

with EL as the laser energy per pulse, RL the repetition rate, AL the irradiated area and ∆νL the bandwidth of the laser light. According to Eq. (2), the number of excited nuclei after 100 s irradiation time will
be Nexc ≈ 3.1 · 106 and within further 100 s about
Ndec ≈ 3.1 · 104 isomeric decays would occur.
Generally, the lower limit for the background in the
229
Th-doped crystal approach is given by Cherenkov radiation produced in the β decays of short-lived daughter isotopes, unavoidably contained in the 229 Th-doped
crystals [43]. Recently, the number of Cherenkov photons
emitted along the entire decay chain per decay event of
229
Th and per nanometer bandwidth (in the energy region of interest) was estimated to be Sλ ≈ 0.4 nm−1 [43].
Beyond Cherenkov radiation, crystal fluorescence may
contribute to the background [44]. The number of 229 Th
atoms of N0 ≈ 5.8 · 1013 corresponds to a 229 Th activity
of 160 Bq. This in turn results in a number of detected
Cherenkov photons after 100 s integration time of 640 in
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the considered wavelength interval of 0.1 nm. The signalto-background ratio is thus inferred to be S/B ≈ 48.
While a corresponding experiment appears to be less
favourable compared to the detection of IC electrons
in terms of signal-to-background ratio and measurement
time, it still seems to be realistic. However, it should be
explicitly pointed out that the above detection scheme
assumes a 100% radiative decay of the isomer, which we
consider as unlikely [24]. Any non-radiative decay, e.g., in
the form of electronic bridge processes [27], might easily
suppress the emission of light during the isomeric decay
by several orders of magnitude, thereby preventing the
isomer detection.
In conclusion, a new detection scheme for the direct laser
excitation of 229m Th was proposed that exploits the recently experimentally observed internal conversion decay
channel of the 229 Th isomeric state. The proposed experiment leads to an expected signal-to-background ratio of
about 7 · 104 and a total measurement time of less than
three days for scanning an energy range of 1 eV. This is by
more than one order of magnitude more advantageous in
both, signal-to-background ratio and measurement time,
compared to an experiment which is based on the observation of a radiative isomeric decay channel. However,
we see the most important advantage in the fact that it
makes use of the internal conversion decay channel, which
has recently been directly observed and can be securely
expected to occur after laser excitation of the isomeric
state for the presented experimental conditions.
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